
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of corporate marketing. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for corporate marketing

Work with internal cross-department teams to deliver high quality deliverable
within budget and on schedule
Closely monitor website traffic, website performance or campaign
performance then proactively provide strategy and insights for clients as a
trusted digital consultant
Europe, Middle East and Africa digital advisor, helping geos with any digital
marketing queries, and serving as the main point of contact for digital build
and design approvals
Aligns with the geo recruiting team, ensuring the goals for their strategy are
met within the digital marketing organization, and digital executions align
with the priority hiring need
Shares daily corporate and community social content with careers audiences
Works with the social media team to facilitate approvals for new careers
social accounts
Executes the daily geographic updates for careers on LinkedIn, working with
geos to optimize, collect and share metrics
Handles overflow for corporate marketing initiatives as needed, managing
campaign execution
Assess industry- or market-level online advertising landscape and generate
accurate budget estimates
Develop actionable competitive insights
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Capable of handling highly confidential information in a discrete manner
Creative thinker to bring added value to corporate communications programs
and plans
Ability to write for a diversity of audiences (high end luxury and mid-level
vehicles) with different tastes and interests
Demonstrably sophisticated and adaptable understanding of voice and tone
Assisting in planning current sponsorship partner events and also potential
partner events
Providing support to the AGM and the Manager of Corporate Partnership
Services , including attending meetings and putting together sales proposals


